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modern writer,1 anything that has been in close contact
with anyone's person has " something of him " about it.
Hence the popularity of handkerchiefs or locks of hair as
love-tokens.
Finally, anything is " strong medicine " that is mysterious
or nocturnal or generally " creepy ". Hence the popularity
of toads in pre-scientific medicine. Hence Simaitha's lizard.
Hence superstitions about the serpent, or the owl 2 ; hence
the medieval witch's cat. " There's something about that
beast . . . ," as many people have felt. Virgil's Dido,3
making her anti-love magic, has as her chief and most
unpleasant ingredient the membrane supposed to cover the
head of a foal when it was born ; it was popularly supposed
to be usually eaten by the dam, and that if it were not so
eaten the dam would not love her foal. Obviously, this
could be used to promote love between human beings !
Therewith she has herbs reaped by moonlight—for black
or individual magic is a hole-and-corner affair that shuns
the light of day—with a sickle of bronze ; once more that
feeling that iron, the new-fangled metal, can have no dealings
with the supernatural. This is why ghosts and goblins even
to this day cannot touch or cross cold iron.
Greek literature is on the whole so magnificently free
from all such rubbish as this that the question is not unreason-
able, whether we are justified in passing from negroes and
Malays and from Theokritos (who, after all was writing when
the best days of Greece were over, and describes very possibly
a scene in cosmopolitan Alexandria), to a theory about the
Greeks of the great age. The answer is that we are justified.
Greeks of a good type did not let superstition worry them—
especially the educated people who were brought up on
Homer. Nevertheless, the attitude of mind that issues
in magic was there, below the surface, everywhere. We have
1	Grace Hadow, in a broadcast talk; see The Listener, 28th June, 1933, Cf.
p. 51 for a modem recrudescence of superstition about nail-parings, clothing,
etc.
2	Felt to be ill-omened by Greeks, in spite of Athene's patronage;  cf.,
e.g., Qk. Anthology, xi, 186.
3	Aeneidt iv, 505 It,

